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Sweetie or Salty?

Sweetie or Salty?
Year 3 – Science
Year 5 – Science

(Science; Yr 3, ACSSU046)
A change of state between solid and
liquid can be caused by adding or
removing heat
(Science; Yr 5, ACSSU077)
Solids, liquids and gases have different
observable properties and behave in
different ways
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Sweetie or Salty?
How salt affects the formation of ice crystals

This experiment is designed to scaffold activities
and learnings around melting and freezing points.
Salty Smooth and Way Too Cool for School are
great complementary lessons that your students
may find… cool.
Equipment:
(Per group):
5 matching plastic cups
1 tablespoon

Duration:
A plastic tray (canteen tray) is
useful but not essential
Stopwatch

Small tongs to hold ice

Notebooks and pencils for
recording data

Salt, bicarbonate of soda, sugar and
water – 1 tablespoon per group

Cameras (optional)

30 minutes
Location:
The science classroom or kitchen

At least 5 ice cubes of the same
size (perhaps a few extra, in case
one slips out of your grasp!)

Notes:
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Freeze!
Watch The One with the Granita

	Discuss how ice forms when water freezes.
How cold does it need to get?
	What is happening at a molecular level?
(The hydrogen and oxygen molecules move less as
the temperature drops. The slow molecules form
bonds that hold them together in a solid form.
This is a crystal structure.)
●	Take students through the instructions on the
following page, pointing out the control (ice with
nothing added) and confirm the method students
will use to record their observations (measurements,
observations, photographs – your choice!)
●	You could show this video at the end of the
experiment and ask students to come up with an
explanation for what they saw:
◊	SciCode – why does salt melt ice? (video: 1:33)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpY-jNQml4s
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Sweetie or Salty?
The Experiment
From Alice: We’re going to use chemicals to melt ice.
It involves breaking the bonds that hold together the
crystal structure of ice. When we break the bonds it
absorbs energy from the air and surroundings.

What to do
●

Gather 5 plastic cups.

●

Number and label each cup.

◊	Cup 1:

Salt

◊

Cup 2: Sugar

◊

Cup 3: Water

◊

Cup 4: Bicarbonate of soda

◊

Cup 5: Control (nothing added)

● 	Place the

cups on a plastic tray (not close
enough to touch). Ensure they’re placed
away from a direct source of heat such as
direct sunlight or a heater.

● 	Get your measuring

spoons and additives
(salt, water, bicarbonate of soda, and sugar)
ready.

Make ice melt!
●

 ach group will try and do the following
E
steps at the same time.

●

Place an ice cube in each cup.

●

Get the stopwatch ready.

●

 person from each group measures
A
1 tablespoon of each ingredient (salt, water,
etc.) then stands by the cup with the
matching label.

●

 n the count of 3 they sprinkle their
O
ingredient onto their ice cube.
Start the stopwatch.

●

Observe – which melts fastest?

●

 fter 10 minutes, are there any visible
A
differences between them (such as holes
on the surface of one ice cube but not
another)? Why might this be?
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